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ABSTRACT
The motivation and idea of this project came from
my PHP programming ability and mathematical background.
Entry Level Mathematics (ELM) examination is a

verification of coverage of three years of mathematics
in high school. So, all new undergraduate students
entering the California State University are required

to take the ELM test. Students who have demonstrated
proficiency in the mathematics on the SAT, ACT or

Advanced Placement Exams are exempt. If they are not
exempt, they must take ELM test or take other classes

that California State University suggests.

Web-based Entry Level Mathematics Test (WebELMT),
my project, is a web-based ELM test site for CSUSB
students where they can practice for the ELM test on

the Internet. The features of WebELMT are as follows:
Web based GUI to access the system any time and
anywhere, open-source WebELMT tools integrated and
implemented with Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, and LaTeX,

PHP used for generating dynamic Web pages, modular
based system for easy upgrade, back-end database in

which all the results from WebELMT tools are stored.

Particularly, LaTeX is a high-quality typesetting
iii

system. It includes features designed for the
production of technical and scientific documentation.
Therefore, the LaTeX document system is a very

appealing system for the display of mathematics

content on the web-browser.
On WebELMT, the administrator manages ELM questions,

ELM tests, and student accounts. And student can take

three major ELM tests (Numbers and Data, Algebra,

Geometry), can take timed(90 minutes) or untimed ELM
tests, and can check his/her ELM test scores.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
This project is the result of my mathematical

background and ideas about web programming. When I was
first starting my computer science master project, I
knew new undergraduate students entering the California
State University, who had not demonstrated proficiency

in mathematics on the SAT, ACT or Advanced Placement

Exams, were required to take the ELM test. As a result,
I thought web-programming to practice ELM questions was

a good my master's project. Fortunately, I majored in

mathematics in Korea. When I wrote my master's thesis in
Korea, I used the LaTeX document system. Therefore, I

started my project, WebELMT, using LaTeX, PHP web

programming and MYSQL database. LaTeX is a document
preparation system for high-quality typesetting. PHP is

a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is
especially suited for Web development and can be

embedded into HTML. MYSQL is a multithreaded, multi-user,

SQL Database Management System.
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1.2 Purpose of the Project

The primary purpose of the project is to develop a
web-site where students can practice ELM questions. This

project, WebELMT, is separated into two components. One

is system administrator and the other is students. The

tasks of a system administrator are to manage student
logins, student test result, ELM tests, and ELM

questions. Among these tasks, managing ELM questions
using the LaTeX document system is a complicated and
time-consuming job, which also needs some mathematical

background. This project, WebELMT, will improve the

performance of the web-ELM-test using LaTeX.
The secondary purpose of the WebELMT project is to

help students to pass the ELM exam easily and quickly.
To this end, students can practice three categories

(Numbers and Data, Algebra, Geometry) separately and
take entire ELM tests. Students can see the answers and

confirm their test scores. If they know their weak
category, they can practice questions in this category

repeatedly. After practicing the ELM tests several times,

they can pass the ELM exam easily. So, WebELMT will
offer a convenient opportunity to pass the ELM exam

quickly.
2

1.3 Organization of Documentation
In the remaining sections of this documentation,

Chapter 2 describes the software requirements
specification of WebELMT, Chapter 3 provides a

description of the system architecture and detailed
design, Chapter 4 describes the system tests, Chapter 5

is the maintenance and user manual and finally, Chapter
6

concludes the project and includes suggestions for

future developments.

3

CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of WebELMT project is to provide a
framework for effective and efficient ELM test
management in a web environment. In order to do that,

WebELMT will use the PHP programming tool and Latex
typesetting system. So, WebELMT will be operated through

the Web browser in a ubiquitous and timeless manner.

WebELMT can be accessed on computers on the worldwide
web. Particularly, using LaTeX, WebELMT will provide a

high quality ELM test system. On the web browser, the
administrator inputs a LaTeX question in LaTeX format,

it is saved in MySQL, and it is converted to a PNG file

in PHP engine, and finally the LaTeX question is

displayed nicely on the web. Consequently WebELMT will
be able to offer a convenient and effective Web ELM
practice test system.

4

2.1.2 Scope of the Project

WebELMT project provides can manage student accounts,
students' test score, ELM tests, and individual ELM

questions.

The functions of WebELMT project are as follows:
• Create student account

•

Delete student account

•

Create ELM test

•

Delete ELM test

•

Edit ELM test

•

Create ELM questions

•

Delete ELM questions

•

Modify ELM questions

•

Manage student test score

•

Provide ELM questions answer

•

Set-up timed ELM test

2.1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
•

DBMS - Database Management System

•

HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language

•

HTTP - Hyper Text Transfer Protocol

5

The client/server protocol that defines how

messages are formatted and transmitted on the
World Wide Web
•

IP - Internet Protocol

•

LAN - Local Area Network

• MySQL - MySQL is a popular and robust database

that supports key subsets of SQL on both Linux
and Unix system

•

PHP - PHP is a widely-used general-purpose

scripting language that is especially suited for
Web development

•

LaTeX - LaTeX is a high-quality typesetting

system; it includes features designed for the
production of technical and scientific

documentation
• WAN - Wide Area Network
2.1.4 Overview

The format of the rest of this project is as

follows.

Section 2.1 is an introduction that contains

an overview of the entire software requirements

specification. It defines the scope and purpose of the
project and the requirements document, and the terms

6

used in the SRS. In section 2.2, an overall description

of the product and its requirements including product
perspective, system interface, user interface,
hardware/software interface, and product functions will

be discussed. Lastly, software specific requirements
will be discussed.

2.2 Overall Description

2.2.1 Product Perspective
WebELMT consists of a computer server with Web and
database server applications.

The server is loaded with

Apache for Web server, PHP for internal Web programming,
and MySQL for the back-end database.

Also, a document

preparation system such as LaTeX is installed in the

WebELMT for ELM question displaying on the web.
2.2.2 System Interface

WebELMT mainly consists of three components:
WebELMT server, Database, and LaTeX document system. The
core part of this system is the WebELMT server. The
system interfaces provide the administrator with three
important roles to work with the WebELMT system. The

administrator's three roles are the management of
questions, the management of tests, and the management

7

of student accounts. When the administrator input LaTeX
question file on the web-browser, it is converted into

PNG file in PHP, and it is displayed on the web. When

WebELMT provides a login web-page for the administrator,
the administrator information should be input to the

login form. In this case, the required administrator
information is his/her ID and password. And when WebELMT

provides a login page for the student, the student's
required information is his/her ID and password. When

the user is a new student, the user has to create a

login account. To create an account, student name, first
name, last name, username, e-mail, and a twice typed
password are necessary.

Administrator

Figure 2.1 System Diagram for WebELMT
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2.2.3 User Interface

The users of WebELMT are the system administrator
and students. To access the system from internet, an ID
and password are necessary. WebELMT provides the system
administrator with three functions: the management of

ELM tests, the management of ELM questions, and the
management of student accounts. The management of ELM

tests is as follows: creating test, editing test, and
deleting test. The management of ELM questions also is

similar to those of ELM test: creating question, editing
question, and deleting question. The management of

student accounts is as follows: adding account, deleting
account.

Let's imagine a scenario using WebELMT. On the first ELM
web-page, there are two separate login hyper-links:
administrator and students. When they login in webELMT,

an ID and password are necessary. If the ID and password

are incorrect, they should input correct the ID and

password. After the administrator login, the

administrator can manage ELM tests, ELM questions, and
student accounts. After student login, he/she can take

an ELM test, get questions answer, and can see test
scores.

9

2.2.4 Hardware Interface

Due to the complication of this project, using this
project might be like peeking inside of someone's house

or checking all of doors and windows without the owner's ,

permission, this project is developed and tested within
Computer Science Research Lab Network environment.

Although a single machine is used for the development
phase of this project, multiple machines are recommended

when WebELMT is implemented in the production line.
Table 2.1 is the hardware specification for the
development phase.

Table 2.1. Hardware Specification for the Development
Phase
Hardware

Specification

Processor

1 GHz

Memory

512 MB

Storage

50 GB
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2.2.5 Software Interface

To implement this project, secure web server, MySQL

database servers are needed in the Linux operating

system. Moreover, Photoshop, PHP, and LaTeX were used

for developing dynamic web pages and graphics. In the
development phase, older versions of software were used.

Table 2.2 shows the Software Specification for the
Development Phase.

Table 2.2. Software Specification for the Development
Phase

Specification

Software

Operating System

Redhat Linux 7.1
Apache 1.3.22

Web Server

php 4.1.0

PHP
Database

Mysql 3.23
Adobe Photoshop 6.0

Graphics Editor

2.2.6 Memory Constraints

MySQL is known to be memory intensive software.
Therefore, it is recommended for the Linux server to have
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at least 512MB of memory in the system to run WebELMT
effectively.

2.2.7 Operations
WebELMT will be maintained on the server based on

x86 system. The server will need to be up 364 days a year
allowing for one day of system maintenance.
2.2.8 Product Functions

In WebELMT, there are two separated users: system
administrator and students. All functions are producted

by the system administrator. The administrator's major
functions of WebELMT are creating questions, modifying

questions, deleting questions, creating tests, editing

tests, deleting tests, adding student accounts, and
deleting student accounts. Figure 2.2 shows the

Administrator Use Case Diagram of WebELMT. The other
user is a student. The student's needs are to get ELM
information, take three major ELM tests, go through

entire ELM tests, and check ELM test scores. Figure 2.3
shows Student Case Diagram of WebELMT.
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2.2.8.1 Administrator Functions.

•

Create Question: It is an important function of
the system administrator. And it is a time
consuming task. Particularly, the system

administrator sets up the LaTeX document system
for the task. The administrator is responsible for

the pleasing appearance of each ELM question on
the web-browser. He has to create the question in

large numbers to manage WebELMT. The questions are
saved in a database. They can be retrieved for an
ELM test.

• Modify Questions: The system administrator can
modify the ELM questions. The administrator can
recall the questions from the database and display
them on the web-browser. There, the administrator

can modify the questions, view and confirm the new

versions and save them in the database.
•

Delete Question: ELM questions are deleted by the
administrator if the questions are not needed any

longer. There are many reasons: the question is a
duplicate, the question does not match the topic,
the question is too easy or too difficult, or the

13

question is not effective any more. When the

administrator deletes the question, it is removed
from web-browser and database.
•

Create Test: From many questions in the database,
the administrator can create an entire ELM test.

The ELM examination consists of 50 questions. The

three categories are Numbers and Data, Algebra, and
Geometry. The percentage of Numbers and Data is 35%,
Algebra is 35%, and Geometry is 30%. The

administrator can choose the questions from three
categories within the given percentages.

•

Edit Test: The administrator can edit an ELM test

by editing in a new question or editing out an old

question. If the test does not match the category
percentage, the test will be edited by the
administrator.

•

Delete Test: This case does not happen often. Often
if the administrator thinks that the test is not
effective or not interesting any more, the

administrator can delete the entire ELM test. But
the administrator is more likely to edit a test
than to delete it.
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•

Create Student Account: The administrator can

create a student account by student ID. The student
ID is saved in the database. When a student creates
a WebELMT login, he/she input his/her ID, password,
other information, and he/she can login to WebELMT.

•

Delete Student Account: There are many reasons
that an account can be deleted by the

administrator. One of these reasons is that a

student graduated from the university or a student
does not need his/her account anymore. In this
case, the system administrator discovers that the

student's account has not been accessed for a long
time and decides to delete it. For some other

reason, if the account has not been accessed for a
certain period of time, the system administrator
will decide on whether to delete this account or

not.

15

Figure 2.2 Administrator Use Case Diagram
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2.2.8.2 Student Function.

•

Get ELM Test Information: Students can get the

ELM test information on WebELMT, which includes
the purpose of the ELM test, exemption of the ELM
test, the ELM test description, content, timing,

topics on the ELM test, and sample questions of

the ELM test.

•

Take Three Major ELM Tests: On WebELMT, students

can take three major types of ELM tests. The
topics of these are Numbers and Data, Algebra,
and Geometry. Students can practice their weak

category test several times. And students can

confirm the answer of the question immediately.
Through practice, their ability of solving the

ELM test will be increased.

•

Take Timed ELM Test: Timed ELM Test is a 90
i

minutes timed-setting ELM test. Students should
finish the ELM test in 90 minutes. If not, the

ELM test will be terminated. In order to finish
the ELM test in 90 minutes, students must

practice ELM test several times. Students can

17

practice untimed ELM test before taking timed ELM
test.

•

Take UnTimed ELM Test: Untimed ELM test is an ELM

test without time limitation. So, students can
practice the ELM test without restriction. Timed
ELM tests and Untimed ELM tests are of the same
degree of difficulty, and have the same number of

questions.
•

Check ELM Test Score: Students can check the score

and answers of their ELM test. They can view their

score history of previous taken timed and untimed
ELM tests.

18

Q

X

Student

Figure 2.3 Student Use Case Diagram

2.2.9 User Characteristics

Since WebELMT is an ELM test system, the intended
users of the WebELMT are a system administrator and
19

students. The access to WebELMT system by other persons

must be prevented for security reasons. The system
administrator will need to have substantial knowledge in

PHP Programming and in addition will need to have a
fluent knowledge of the LaTeX document system and be
able to read and understand system events.

2.2.10 .Assumptions and Dependencies
This system is being implemented on a Linux
operating system using a MySQL database. Since the

program is coded entirely in PHP, any platform with PHP

installed, a PHP compatible web server, and a SQL
compatible relational database can conceivably, with
small modifications, run the WebELMT program.

2.3 Software Specific Requirements
2.3.1 External Interface
This section describes all detailed inputs and
outputs of WebELMT.

•

Home. This is the first page of WebELMT.

(See

Figure 2.4). This page is separated into two

users: the administrator and student. The

administrator and student can access separately.

20
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Entry Level Mathematics Examination
I
Entry Level Mathematics (ELM) examination is designed to assess the skill levels of entering CSU
students in the areas of mathematics. ELM test is verification to cover mathematics for three years in
high school. So, all new undergraduate students entering the California State University are required to
• take ELM test. But students who have demonstrated proficiency in the mathematics on the SAT, ACT
or Advanced Placement Exams’are exempt. If they are not exempt,they must take ELM test and , provide scores to the university prior to beginning their first semester of enrollment. Ifthey-can'tpass
ELM test, they are not allowed to. enroll the CSU. Or they are required to take courses or programs ■
...designed to help them.
• ,
'
,
.
1

Web-based Entry Level Mathematics Test is that computer science students at CSUSB can prepare
the ELM test easily and they can practice the ELM test quickly. By practicing the ELM test, they can
see the result of the ELM score. By knowing the score, they can catch their Entry Level Mathematics
ability. Therefore, next time again they can practice the ELM test and their score will be improved. So
they can pass the ELM test easily and can be enrolled in California State University.
Student Logm Administrator Login

Figure 2.4 Home Page.

• Administrator Login Page. Administrator pages of

WebELMT are accessed through this login page.
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The administrator provides his/her login ID and

password to access WebELMT.

Figure 2.5 Administrator Login Page

• Administrator Menu Page. This page is menu page
for administrator. This page provides display

numbers and data questions, algebra questions,

22

geometry questions, and check students' ELM test
scores.
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California State (Jniversicy. San Barnardi.io

I

You are logged in as administrator.
5

Menn for Administrator

f

Management Question
• Display Question: Numbers and Data
‘ Algebra

.

Geometry

Management Test •
:
• Display Test: Testi Test2 Test? ,

,

Test Results
• Students' Test Scores

Logout
• Click here to logout

Figure 2.6 Administrator Menu Page
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Display Numbers and Data Question List Page. This

•

page shows display numbers and data questions list.
In this page, there are 50 questions on numbers and

data.

© 1*1 H

<. ..... &..>.....
PM018 -sg

f

http://deneb,ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin/displaylist_numdata_tex.php

| You are logged in as administrator.

.

Number and Data List

num. answer [level

1
2
3

4
5
6

7 ,
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
ggtg

A A
B
B
B
B
C
c
D '
D
A
A
A
R

>

topic

[low • iCarty out basic arithmetic calculations

‘

-

'

'

'

[med [Carry out basic arithmetic calculations
med [Understand and use percent in context

, high [Understand and use percent in context .

low [Understand and use percent in context
med Understand and use percent in context

•

med [Interpret and use ratio and proportion in context

[med Interpret and use ratio and proportion in context

.

.

[low Use estimation appropriately

[med Use estimation appropriately

low Evaluate and estimate square roots

.

■med Evaluate and estimate square roots

'

med Evaluate and estimate square roots
1VJ

Im ad iCalr.ulate and understand the arithmatin mean

i

1

! d ® eiEIS

Figure 2.7 Display Numbers and Data Question List Page
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•

Display Numbers and Data Question Page. This page

shows a display numbers and data question. The
question is displayed by LaTeX. .

C|jg .

I</1

■-> hl

<Wl

l^]

'*•

•</-

) ViAH

■SMSiMii. :SL
liiiSBiHlll

%

http ://deneb, ias.csusb.edu :8080/admin/display_numdata_tex, php?num=1

\ g|0|f- ss >s_
'Mil

if

I!

Self Assessment Test

’■

! You are lo gge d in as administrator.

on average, 3 empty seats per row. What was the attendance at that class?
(A) 21 6 (B) SS4 (U) 297 (D) 300 (E) 375
s que stion numb er: 11

^answer:
(level?

•topic:

|a..-..I
. (low .
'
'
*. ■
. . ■ '
• [Cany out basic arithmetic calculations I

I
Create Modify Delete List Menu Page

Figure 2.8 Display Numbers and Data Question Page
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•

Create Numbers and Data Question Page. In this
page, the administrator can create a numbers and

data question. The administrator should type the
question in LaTeX form. The important thing is

that the question number is created automatically
as the one succeeding the number of the most

recent question.
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jH-gJ(E)

H7KV)

ES(fi)

£7(1)

ITIffW

<

ESS(ti)

http ://deneb, ias.csusb.edu :8080/admin/create numdata tex,php

' u-

v

01 =

»

'</’ '

■■■/■?

1 ' Self Assessment Test

..

,,

‘ '-

‘

/Ewtrif lUSK/el Mathematics
I ■

I

• .

California State University, Swi Bernetdinp

• :| ' You are logged in as administrator.

Number and Data Input Form

|

.

',

J

question number:

, [51

j

.
*

r1

■’ 1
T

■

i j

i.

)

}yt;

fe’ai

.

“

’

■

1

1

’■ L ■ i®2ias

Figure 2.9 Create Numbers and Data Question Page
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• Modify Numbers and Data Question Page. On this
page, the administrator can modify a numbers and
data question.

CSUSB Department of Computer Science - Microsoft Internet ExpJ.orer

http://deneb,ias,csusb.edu:8080/admin/modifyForm numdata tex.php?num=1

tvji £3‘0l

'Numbers' aiiil'D afa’’Mo ifify 1ofm
I

Question number:

[tex]
\begin{displaymath}
\begin{document}

\[\emph{A big lecture room has 24 rows,each with 12 seats. At a certain class t
were,}\]
\[\emph{on average, 3 empty seats per row. What was the attendance at that clas
\[\emph { (A) 216
(B) 264
(C) 297
(D) 300
(E) 375}\]
\end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]

— If—
answer: | A gg|
level: flow §
| Carry out basic arithmetic calculations

topic: |

Figure 2.10 Modify Numbers and Data Question Page
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•

Display Algebra Question List Page. This page

shows the display of the algebra question list.
On this page, there are many questions of algebra.

IlISKF)

S2(E)

S7|(V)

J

STISPKA)

E7(T)

iOHfi
, 1

E§g-(H),

irl I?!

& •

kJ
<i|

http://deneb.ias. csusb.edu :8080/admin/displaylist algebra tex,php

Ois J;S1 »

i-^i

>. Self.Agsessment-Test'- ■ v

„

■ ifiritry Level Mathematics^ ;

7

•'7-'

'' '’"

f i
;!

California State University, San Bernardino

H
You are loggedin as administrator.
)
L’J

Algebra List

'•

'***’*?: * *- ' ■■•topic'.
- inum ^answer level
!1 ;A
low' Simplify algebraic expressions
_

| '

1 •'

j
.

j

|

’

1
ft

-:

nied' Simplify algebraic expressions
■- high Simplify algebraic expressions ‘

•.

A
!A

■ i

£

low Simplify algebraic expressions

|5
te

|B
|B

low Evaluate and interpret algebraic expressions

7

IB

low Evaluate and interpret algebraic expressions

8

B

low , Evaluate and interpret algebraic expressions

2

c

low' i Solve linear equations

10

C

low Solve linear equations.

11. c

low ■; Solve linear equations ’

c

113 JD. ;

'14

D

.<

.■■■ ■ ■■

■

:-

i

...

low Evaluate and interpret algebraic expressions

low Solve linear equations

.

‘

■ ‘i2
43

'12

:

‘, 1**? ■

■.

1
I

.'

. ■

•

low Perform polynomial arithmetic

low Perform oolvnomial arithmetic •
. ! 1
Vx • V

•
;

<. 1

■

‘

'
'
-Me 21Ei2!.

Figure 2.11 Display Algebra Question List Page
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• Display Algebra Question Page.

This page displays

an algebra question. The question is displayed in

LaTeX form.

-.. 4^... s ’............................................... • 77 i

'.^b CSUSB Department, of.^ompute.r Sc.ien
HFW(E)

SS(fi)

S7KV). fPlA^KA)

Sts

E7(I)

ES^(H)

http://deneb.ias.csusb,edu:8080/admin/display algebra tex.php?num=l
i

Self Assessment Test

’

.

•' •

*.

■ ■ firs-try i.ewl Matfwttratlcsi
FMirornrq

'U'r/^raisy. Sfen Lsrmrdinc

You are logged in as administrator.

Algebra Question

(3zM(-W) =
fAJ-12zV (CBJ-12zV

(Cj-12xsy2 (Dj-YLdy2 (E)-Y2x°y2 .

question number: |1
answer: .
level:

. |A .
|1OW .

..

•

'

Create Modify Delete List Menu Page

Figure 2.12 Display Algebra Question Page

•

Create Algebra Question Page. In this page, the

administrator can create an algebra question. The

30

administrator should type the question in LaTeX
form. Again the question number is created

automatically from the last number.

mg(D

fflS(fi)

S7KV)

STI^I(A)

E7CT)

£§g(H)

’ Q 0 i 4s

<4 811

|,-gj http://deneb,ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin/create algebra tex,php

j You areloggedin as administrator.

Algebra Input Form
question number:

:61

i

8

mKI

Figure 2.13 Create Algebra Question Page
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•

Modify Algebra Question Page. In this page, the

administrator can modify an algebra question.

[tex]
\begin{di3playmath}
\begin{document}
\ [ (3xA2y) (-4xA3yA2) =\]
\[\emph{ (A)\ (-12xA5yA3\) (BJ \ (-12xA4yA3\)
(C) \ (-12xA.6yA2\)
12xA6yA3\) }\]
\ end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]
___________________________________________________

I

f
II

«

! answer:

J

topic- SlmpJ’fy algebraic expressions
VJ
Sai

■SB

J

II

Figure 2.14.

Modify Algebra Question Page.
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•

Display Geometry Question List Page. This page

displays the geometry question'list. On this page,

there are 50 questions of geometry.

3 C.SUSB Department of Computer; Science..-. Micrjqsoft Internet Explorer

Geometry List
'
■ topic ■ ; num [answer level[~~
T^A
low Determine angles in theplane
, ■ •
ilow Determine angles in the plane
,
;

'

,

..... ?

I
j

•

[1.. ,B......... med Use properties of congruent or similar geometric object
id ,B
low Use properties of congruent or similar geometric object

-.6 ’ D

low Graph linear functions in one variable
I
low.. Plotpoints on the graph .of a function determined by an algebraic expression . . j
f
low Plot points on the graph of a function determined by an algebraic expression

8 /E
_

med Findthe perimeter, area, or volume of geometric figures ■■■<...

_
A
_

~

high Find the perimeter, area, or volume of geometric figures

.

low. Find the perimeter, area, or volume ofgeometric figures
11

..

med Find the length or midpoint of a line segment in the coordinate plane

med Find the length or midpoint' of a line segment in the coordinate plane
113.. -B.......... low Use the Pythagorean Theorem

low Use the Pythagorean Theorem
,11 •cj'2 low Graph linear functions in one variable

.1?

"C

\

med: Identify and plot points, on the number line

low Identify and plot points on the number line
med Identify and plot points in the coordinate plane
low [identify and plot points in the coordinate plane
,

’

■

:

.’

Figure 2.15 Display Geometry Question List Page
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•

Display Geometry Question Page. This page shows a
geometry question. The question is displayed in

LaTeX form.

Figure 2.16. Display Geometry Question Page.
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•

Create Geometry Question Page. On this page, the

administrator can create a geometry question.

Figure 2.17 Create Geometry Question Page
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• Modify Geometry Question Page. On this page, the

administrator can modify a geometry question. The
administrator should modify the question in LaTeX
form.

Hl ( !IIIJ7U I)i■[><□ rlinr-nt of Computer (>i
| lIFe(F)

S3(E)

H7KV)

’ J

gTtSVKA)

A-

. - X

£7CT) 'ESS(H)

i

>

34 AH

http ://deneb Jas. csusb. edu ;8080/admin/modifyForm geometry tex,php?num=1

Geometry Modify Form

Question iminber:

[tex]
\begin{displaymath}
\begin{document}
\[\emph{ In the figure below, p is parallel to q and y = 119. What is the value of
\begin{picture}
\ put (130,50) {\line(l,0) {90}}
\ put (130,30) {Mine (1,0) {90}}
\put (150,10) {Mine (1,2) {40}}
\ put (125,50) {p}
\ put (125,30) {q}
\put(160,20) {yAo}
\put(10,35){xAo}

I

\end{picture}
\[\emph{ (A) 61
(B) 45 (C) 53
\end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]

1

(D)

60

(E)

120

}\]

1

topic: ;|low

||

angles in the plane

■1!
$S!Eia

Figure 2.18 Modify Geometry Question Page
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•

Display All Students ELM Score. In this page, the
administrator can view the result of all students'
ELM scores.

<3 CSUSB ’Department*of Computer Science - Microsoft internet
Eta(F)

ISS©

H7I(V)

fiTl^KA)

E7(T)

A4=ffll® http ://deneb,las.csusb edu:8D80/admln/score php?sort=s_id&dir=asc

'.Self Assessment Test Vv ’

,

■-

Eiitw Level
‘

'

■

California St Ac Urifver-'icy, San ^arnardxno

. '

• --

You are logged in as administrator.

• 7id'- no time test! no time' test2 no time test3 time testl time test2 time test3
46'
0
.. . 0
’ '•
0
11VI1-1 111 obaek
-48
1
48
47 ,
222-22-2222 jyang
45 , ; .
. 46
47
■
49

••, S. id

333-33-3333 syang'

42

444-44-4444 ‘ dkim

25

43
27

555-55-5555' jlee

32'

33

666-66-6666 djang

35

‘

;■ 45

46

47

30 .

31

.32

34

35

35

36.

35

■ 34 •

’42

•

(

1
I

37 ’ ■,
i

’ 777-77-7777

’

.39. ’

36 • .

’

f

38

rt

■ - L Menu Page

„„

’

1
: 1
' "'.d.

•u

« °!E12!

Figure 2.19 All Students ELM Test Score Page

•

Student Login Page. All student pages of WebELMT

are accessed through this login page. The student

37

provides his/her login ID and password to access
WebELMT. When the student provides the correct
login ID and password, this page authorizes the
student and creates a new session. If the student
is a new student, he/she must create a new account.

.. ESCE)

S7KV)

(|hlS ’
http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/login.php

.SelfAssessmentu

K E'ffliry Level
.-,,2,

"

"i
I

'''elifornta Scaa® University. San 8».mardiHP:

Enter your username and password to take die ELM test.

Username: [
Password: |

If you don't have an account for the ELM test, create account first.

Figure 2.20 Student Login Page
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•

Create New Student Account Page. If the student is
a new student, he/she must create a new account.

He/She provides his/her student number, first name,
last name, username, password, and e-mail.

Particularly, he/she should confirm the password by
typing it twice. If his/her account is accepted,
he/she can revisit the student login page. There,
he/she must input his/her username and password.

39

HHI(F) • Sg(E) H7KV) tTISfW £9(T)„ E8W

■

® http://deneb.ias.csusb,edu:8080/createJorm.php

New User Account Creation Page

[

Create Account

Figure 2.21 Create New Student Account Page

•

Student Login Accept Page. This page is the
student login accepted page. Here, student can go
to the student menu page by clicking.

40

<3 CSUSB.Department of Computer.Science - Microsoft Internet,Explorer

Self Assessment Test
.

• -

- ■

Y ■

‘ ’’’ California State Gniyersijy. San B-rnardinci

■

Your account has been accepted.

Please, click to take the ELM test.

~ ~~

,~ ~

-7 r-'T""

, "'/tgoiEia

■

.

""

Figure 2.22 Student Login Accept Page.

•

Student Menu Page. On this page, the student can
get the ELM test information, take three major
tests, take untimed ELM tests, and take timed ELM

tests. In addition he/she can check his/her ELM
test scores.
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m-iJ(F) BS(E) H?I(V) g^7l(A) E7(T) ,E§^(H)

r/ilD)

http://deneb.ias.csusb,edu:808Q/menu,php

Thank you for logging in to ELM test page.

Directory

• ELM Test Description

i

Three Major Tests

Self Assessment Test

I

• Number and data test
• Algebra test
• Geometry test

• ELM Practice TestiNo Time Setting)

|

Check My Score

Logout

» ELM Practice Test(Score)

• Click here to Logout.

• ELM Practice Test(Time Setting)

.

; ■ ];

f

11® 21E1S!

Figure 2.23 Student Menu Page

•

ELM Description Web-Page. On this Web-page, the

student gets all information about the ELM exam:
Questions and Answers about the ELM test, topics

42

of the ELM test, Contents of the ELM test, timing
of the ELM test, and sample questions.

SS(E) ' S7KJ/)

,

#3871(3) .5^(1)

| http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem, 1488512ecfd5b8849a77b13bc3921509/?vgnjV| ISS'OIS ’

Listening, Learning. Leading.

”

---- -—
Advanced SO

ipi ><

Horne | Tests | Products | Services, j Research | Store | CctnraWUs^

]

Tests Directory > California State University

California State University
.General "S Test
.'.English'
Information i Dates. .J Placement T'

Related Links

Entry Level Mathematics Test

Test Dates
Registration ■ <

v

Purpose of the ELM

About the Tests .

k

Frequently: Asked
Questions about'the EPT
"Frequently Asked' ♦
'.Questions About the ELM

The ELM examination is designed to assess the skill levels of entering CS:
students in the areas of mathematics typically covered in three years of r
college preparatory mathematics courses in high school. Those undergra
students who do not demonstrate college-level skills will be directed to c
programs designed to help them attain these skills. The ELM is not a con
admission to the CSU, but it is a condition of enrollment. It may be takens
during each of the following time spans: (1) 1/14/07 - 2/17/07 inclusive;'
2/18/07 - 3/16/07 inclusive; (3) 3/18/07 - 5/4/07 inclusive; (4) 5/6/07 - ,
inclusive; (5) 6/17/07 - 10/20/07 inclusive; (6) 10/21/07 - 1/12/08 indus
ELM may also be taken once on March 17, 2007; May 5, 2007; and June
Cost to the student for taking the test is $18. This fee is nonrefundable z
subject to change. Some campuses charge a slightly higher ELM fee for s
the testing dates listed. Please contact the test office at the campus whe;
nlzan t*n I-dLo rho tocfc for infnrmzit-inn ahm it* iAihot*hgr vm 1. wilLho.nharood.t

a-s

Figure 2.24. ELM Description Page.
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5

•

Practice Page for Numbers and Data Question. On
this page, the student can practice numbers and

data questions. He/She can click the Check Answer

button for the correct answer. If his/her answer
is correct, a message of correct is displayed. If
it is not correct, a message of the incorrect
answer is displayed. Therefore he/she can get the

correct answer for the question. And he/she can
click the Next Question button for the next

question. A randomly selected next question is

displayed.

44

ffl^(F)

®S(E)

a7l(V),

<;/V

http://deneb,ias,csusb.edu:8080/numdata test,php

Self Assessment Test

,v-i

s

.

L.W'el $$hemafics

' California-State. University."San.Bernardino;

.

Thank you for to gging in to ELM te st page.

Student: okbun baek
Nrunber and Data Test

A certain medicine is prescribed in the amount proportional to patient’s body weight.
If a patient weighing ISO pounds requires 210 milligrams of this medicine,
then, the, amount of medicine, required for a patient weighing IfO pounds is
(A) 220mg (B) 235mg (C) HJSmg (D) 255mg (E) 260mg
©B
[

Check Answer

©C

©D
[

Next Question

©E
|

menu page

J

Figure 2.25 Practice Page for Numbers and Data Question

•

Practice Page for Algebra Question. On this page,
the student can practice algebra questions. He/She

can click the Check Answer button for correct
answer.

45

Figure 2.26 Practice Page for Algebra Question

•

Practice Page for Geometry Question. On this page,
the student can practice geometry questions .

46

He/She can click the Check Answer button for

correct answer.

Self Assessment Test

Lgyel Mathematic®
California State Univ arsity. tan Berhar.dino
Thank you for logging in to ELM test page.

Student* okbun baek

Geometry Test

In quadrilateral AS CD, SC is parallel io AD and SA is perpendicular to AD. If

SC = 8, AD = IS, and AB CD has area equal to 30, then what is CD ?

©A

OB
[

Check Answer

©D

OC
[

©E

[/- .Next Question .'j

? ”7 ® 21E15

Figure 2.27 Practice Page for Geometry Question
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•

UnTimed ELM Test List Page. On this page, the
student can take three untimed ELM tests. By

clicking, he/she can go to the actual test page.

Figure 2.28 UnTimed ELM Test List Page

• UnTimed ELM Testi Page. On this page, the student
can take untimed ELM testl. ELM testl consists of
50 questions. If the student is done, he/she

48

clicks the Submit button. On the next page,
he/she can check scores and answers.

a AJtHS SMI SoIXsUO - Microsoft"Internet Explorer

*'

I?

(|fj http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/no time test1,php

Thank you for logging in to ELM test page.

Question number :1
.4 big lecture room

has 24 rows,each with 12 seats.

.4f

a certain class there were,

on average, 3 empty seats per row. What was the attendance at that class?
(A) 216 (B) 264 (C) S&7 (D) 300 (E) 375
OA

OB

OC

OD

OE

Question number :2

(3x2y)(-4x3y-) =
(A)-12z5y3 /Bj-12zV fC)-12xBy2 (Dj-lZz^2 (E)-12x6y3
©A
OB
©C
0D
©E

Figure 2.29 UnTimed ELM Testi Page
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I

• UnTimed ELM Test2 Page. On this page, the student
can take untimed ELM test2. ELM test2 consists of
50 questions.

1

http://deneb.ias, csusb.edu:8080/no_timeJest2,php

Question number :33

If a = —3, then |4 — a| — |a — 7| =
(A)3 (.8)11 (<7)7 (P)-7 (£) - 3
OA

OD

OC

0B

OE

Question number :34

Which point on the number line below could represent x/s
'

-h-Li

(A)
OA

i

0123

A

OB

?

[-4—1-4 -

45678

(B) B (C) C (D) D (E) E
0C

OD

OE

Question number :35

If two pairs of shoes cost P dollars and the cost of 10 pairs of shoes is Q dollras,

which of the following equations represents the relationship between P and Q ?
(A)^ = Q(B)
OA

| = ^>m = 10
©B

(D)

©C

-J= f-

OD

Figure 2.30 UnTimed ELM Test2 Page

50

(E)

©E

f =§

t

• UnTimed ELM Test3 Page. On this page, the student
can take untimed ELM test3. ELM test3 consists of
50 questions.

<3i CSUSB; Department
> S
« $ r.
1.
'*•
J

af’Computer S.cience.-, Microsoft Internet'ExpJoren-,. ',i
»'■ >rx
it ? a, ’if *"
** * % » a *
; S B iX> *’ >• '.if. „ „*>***

I,

.g|,¥i£H http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/no_time_test3.php

ypj'ffiTTEjFiS
©A

OB

OD

0C

Question number :49

George is 4 years older than John, who

is

©E

4 years older than Jim,
1

-mho is 4 years older than Sam, -mho is — the age of George.
How old is John ?
©E

0A

Question number :50

Evaluate

(A) i (B) -4 (G) 1 (D) 4 (E) 16
0B

OD

OC

| ■ Submit

|

| Reset

]

1

Qgtg

Figure 2.31 UnTimed ELM Test3 Page
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®E

■!

•

Timed ELM Test List Page. On This Page, there is

a list of three timed ELM tests. The Student can
take any of the three timed ELM tests.

”■*

..... *

....... </' i

*
■

•

<5 CSUSB Department of Cornputer.Scierice V Microsoft Internet Explorer

»

WEI® http://deneb.ias, csusb.edu:8080/time_test.php

Self Assessment Test

‘

." Erttsfy Level Mathefflattes .
■■•' •' '•.California State UnlvergAcy, San BarnardLio

Thank you for logging in to ELM test page.

ELM Practice Test(Time Setting)
testl test2 test3 example

menu page

Figure 2.32 Timed ELM Test List Page.

•

Timed ELM Testi Page. On this page, the student
can take timed ELM testl. ELM testl consists of
50 questions. He/she must finish the test within
90 minutes. If not, the test session will be

terminated. Wrong answers are assumed for the

52

remaining unanswered questions. When he/she is
done, he/she can click the submit-button. On next

page, he/she can check scores and answers.

ai CSU.SB Department of Computer Science - Microsoft Internet’ExploreK '■

Etg(F)

S2(E)

£7®

S7I(V)

,•

<’

ItTjfjS||5<

ES^(H)

;t£:(D) hg] http://deneb.ias,csusb.edu:8080/time_testi.php

Thank you for lo gging in to ELM te st p age,

Student: okbunbaek

ELM Practice Test-l(Time Setting)

Question number :1

A big lecture room has 24 rows,each with 12 seats. At a certain class there were,

on average, 3 empty seats per row. What was the attendance at that class?
(A) 216 (B) 264 (C) $97 (D) SOO (E) 375
OA

OB

OD

OC

OE

Question number :2

(A)—12x£y3
OA

OD

Question number :3

In the figure below, p is parallel io q and y = 119. What is the value of x?
i£i

Hi

SI

Figure 2.33 Timed ELM Testi Page
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•

Timed ELM Test2 Page. On this page, the student
can take timed ELM test2. ELM test2 consists of
50 questions. He/she should finish the test
within 90 minutes. A procedure of the timed test2

is same as the timed testl.

<=1 CSUSB Department of Computer Science - Microsoft Internet Explorer

http://deneb,ias.csusb.edu:8090/time_test2.php

j

Thankyoufor loggingin to ELM test page.

Student: okbun baek
ELM Practice Test-2(Iime Setting)

Question number :1

There are 45 people coming io a picnic at which hoi dogs will be served.

Hot dogs come in packages of 8 that cosi §2.50 each,
and hoi dog rolls come in packages of 10 that cosi $2.00 each.
If enough hot dogs and hot dogs rolls will be purchased so that
each person can have at least one hoi dog in a roll,
■whai is minimum that can be spent- on hoi dogs and hoi dog rolls?
(A) $25.00 (B) $20.50 (C) $22.50 (D) $27.00 (E) $29.00
©A

©B

©D

©C

r

I

©E

Question number :2

s
6z3 - 9z4 _
3z

(A) 2x2 - 3z3 (B) 2xz - 3x2 (C) 2z3 - 3z4 (D) 6i3 - 9z2 (E)

6z2 - 9x3

—■———'

Figure 2.34 Timed ELM Test2 Page
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'
... ■

Timed ELM Test3 Page. On this page, the student can

•

take timed ELM test3. ELM test3 consists of 50

questions. He/she has to finish the test within 90
minutes. The procedure of the timed test3 is same
as the timed testl and timed test2.

mg©

SS(E)

£7(D

S7|©

® http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/time_test3.php
http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/time_test3.php
[

Thank you for logging in to ELM test page.

J........ ...... . .......... . .

Student: okbunbaek

ELM Practice Test-3(Time Setting)
Question number :1

In the Smokey Mountain, Mt. Le Conte rises from 1.S9S feet above sea level
io 6,593 feet above sea level. How tall is Mi.Le Conte?
(A) 5,301 ft (B) 4,009 ft (C) 5,699 ft (D) 6,464 ft (E) 7,885 ft
OA

OB

©C

OD

OE

Question number :2

David mixed 5 tablespoons of plant fertilizer with S liters of waters.

In order to obtain the same ratio of fertilizer to water, how many
tablespoons of fertilizer must be mix wuth 5 liters of water?
(A) 51 (B) 5(C) 8| (D) 6(E) 8
OA

OB

OC

OD

Figure 2.35 Timed ELM Test3 Page
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•

Display Page for Student ELM Score. On this page,
the student can see total his/her ELM scores.
He/she can check his/her total history of all ELM

tests, that is, untimed ELM tests and timed ELM
tests.

Thank you for logging in to ELM test page

Shident. okLtui baelc

The
The
The
The
The
The

score
scoie
score
scoie
scoie
score

’

of noriinetestl: 42
of no_tnne_rest2: 48
of iio_time_tesrV 4"
of riine_testl: 40
of Hme_iest2:19
of tiine_test3: 24

. (“3 ■
||||

;

$

:i|

s

& £!Ei3

Figure 2.36 Display of Student's All ELM Tests Scores
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2.3.2 Performance Requirements
This section provides a summary of the major

functions that WebELMT performs. When a student wants to
login WebELMT, he/she inputs username and password. If
he/she is a new student, he/she must input all
information: student ID, username, password, first name,

last name, e-mail. Upon successful login, he/she can
take three major ELM tests, either untimed or timed.

Then he/she can check his/her ELM test score. Answers
can be reviewed as well.

2.3.3 Logical Database Requirements
WebELMT will store all the data in MySQL. The name

of database used for this project is welm. There are
eight tables used for this project: admin, student,

numbers and data, algebra, geometry, testl, test2, and

test3.
2.3.4 Design Constraints

2.3.4.1 Standards Compliance. The data structures
and algorithms will comply with those accepted in

publicly available documents and texts.
2.3.5 Software System Attributes

2.3.5.1 Reliability. The server where WebELMT will
be located is functional.
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2.3.5.2 Availability. This project will be accessed
to limited users such as system administrator and student
in order to maintain confidentiality of private
information.

2.3.5.3 Maintainability. The majority of WebELMT is
implemented with PHP scripts and HTML codes, so any web
development tools handling PHP and HTML like Macromedia

Dreamweaver provide easy way of maintenance.
2.3.5.4 Portability. WebELMT is designed to be
operated from any web browsers with any operating system

platform.
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CHAPTER THREE

SOFTWARE DESIGN

3.1

Architecture Design

3.1.1 System Design

WebELMT consists of three components: WebELMT server,

database, and LaTeX document system. The core part of

this system is the WebELMT server. WebELMT provides its

services over the internet. To implement WebELMT services,
a server side embedded scripting language is needed.
Among many server side scripting languages, PHP was

selected for this project because of its powerful

functions and fast loading time of a browser. WebELMT
uses a database to manage student account information and

ELM questions. Because PHP and MySQL are a perfect
combination to implement Web-based database application,

MySQL is selected as the WebELMT database server. In
addition, the LaTeX document system is used to display

ELM question. LaTeX document system is a very convenient
system to display math questions. From the LaTeX document

system, when, the administrator inputs the LaTeX file on
the web-browser, the file is saved in MySQL, next
converted to PNG file in PHP, and displayed on the web.
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Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP is a very popular system in the
open-source community. Apache is also a popular Web
server running on Linux. MySQL is handy and a fast

database program which has many libraries of Apache.

PHP is a web programming language that is run as a

module of Apache and has native MySQL libraries. These

provide a very stable process and produce fewer problems
than many other web programming languages.

3.1.2 Database Design
The database has a crucial role in this project.
The generated data are stored and retrieved in a
database. The database design is shown in an EntityRelationship Diagram. The ER Diagram is translated to a

relational database schema. The relational database

schema shows all objects in ER diagram as a series of
related tables.

3.1.2.1 Entity-Relationship Diagram. The ER diagrams
show all entities, attributes, constraints, and
relationships between entities.

•

Login ER is for administrator management.

The

entity keeps the admin ID and password for login.
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(^Usemame^^

'(^(Password

Administrator

Figure 3.1 Login Entity-Relationship Diagram for

Administrator.

•

Login ER is for Student management. The entity

keeps the Student ID, last name, first name,
username, password, and e-mail for login.

(^Student

E-mail~"^).

Student
^^Password~^)'

(^First name^)

Figure 3.2 Login Entity-Relationship Diagram for Student.
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•

ER Diagram for ELM test management. The ELM test
and question entity keeps question number, question,

answer, level, and topic.

Figure 3.3 Entity-Relationship Diagram for ELM Question
Management

3.1.2.2 Relational Database Tables. The relational
database table of WebELMT consists of eight relational
tables: Administrator, Student, Numbers and Data, Algebra,
Geometry, testl, test2, and test3. The characteristics of

each table are described on Tables 3.1 - 3.4. The
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administrator table consists of username, password, first

name, and last name. The student table consists of

student ID, first name, last name, username, password, email, untimed testl, untimed test2, untimed test3, timed

testl, timed test2, and timed test3. The numbers and data
table consists of number, question, answer, level, and

topic. The algebra table consists of number, question,
answer, level, and topic. The geometry table consists of

number, question, answer, level, and topic. The testl,
test2, and test3 tables consist of question number,

question, answer, level, and topic.
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Table 3.1 Administrator Table
Field Name

Data Type

Number

Int(11)

Description
Identification number of

Admin. This number is
incremental.
Username

This is login name of

Varchar(16)

Admin.

Password

Password for Admin to

Varchar(16)

login.

First Name

Varchar(16)

This is first name of
Admin.

Last Name

This is last name of

Varchar(16)

Admin.
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Table 3.2. Student Table

Field Name

Data Type

Description

S_ID

Varchar(16)

Identification number of
each student. Primary

key.
First Name

Varchar(20)

This is first name of

student.
Last Name

Varchar(20)

This is last name of

student.
Username

Varchar(16)

This is login name of

student.
Password

Varchar(16)

Password for login of

student.
E-Mail

Varchar (40)

E-mail for student.

No_Time_Test1

Int(11)

Score of no time_testl.

No Time Test2

Int(11)

Score of no_time_test2.

No_T ime_Te s 13

Int(11)

Score of no_time_test3.

Time_Testl

Int(11)

Score of time testl.

Time_Test2

Int(11)

Score of time_test2.

Time Test3

Int(11)

Score of time test3.
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Table 3.3. Numbers and Data, Algebra, and Geometry Table
Field
Description

Data Type

Name

Num

Int(11)

This is a number of
Question. Primary Key.

Question Text

ELM question. Latex document

system.

Answer

varchar(10)

This is Answer of question.

Level

Varchar(10)

This is level of ELM.

question.
Topic

Varhar(100)

This is topic of ELM

question.
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Table 3.4. ELM Test Table
Field

Description

Data Type

Name
Num

This is a question

Int(11)

number on the test.

Primary Key.

Question

ELM question. Latex

Text

document system.
Answer

Varchar(10)

This is an answer of
question on the test.

Level

This is a level of the

Varchar(10)

ELM question on the

test.

Category

This is a category of

Varchar(20)

the ELM question on the

test.
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3.2 Detailed Design
This section describes the detailed design as

pseudo-code algorithms for all classes.
3.2.1 Administrator Login Class

The administrator Login class handles the
administrator login/password functions.

It also manages

sessions for the rest of the Web pages so that any other

Web pages would not be accessed directly.

Class name: Administrator Login
Purpose: check the admin login
Begin class
Session start

/* connect to mysql database */
Function mysql_connect:
Begin
Establish connection to the mysql
End
Function checkLogin
Begin
Execute SQL statement
If user is in database
Go to next page
Else
Go to index page
End checkLogin

End class

Figure 3.4. Administrator Login Class
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3.2.2 Student Login Class

The student Login class handles the student
login/password functions. It also manages sessions for

the rest of the Web pages so that any other Web pages

would not be accessed directly. If the student is a new
student, he/she should go to create account page. In

there, he/she must input his/her information: Student ID,
First Name, Last Name, Username, Password, and E-mail.

.

Particularly, he/she has to input password twice to

confirm. The logic of this pseudo-code algorithm is as
follows:
1. If student is a new student, he/she must go to an
account creation page. Otherwise directly go to login

page.
2. Connect to the database.

3. If the access is successful, go on to the next

function, otherwise go back to the login page.
4. On the menu page, he/she can take ELM test.
5. If he/she has done the ELM test, he/she can verify ELM

scores and answers.
6. He/she can practice the ELM test several times.
7. If he/she finishes the ELM test, he/she can log out.
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Class name: Student Login
Purpose: check the student login
Begin class
If student is a new student,
go to create account page.
Otherwise go to login page.
Session start

/* connect to mysql database */
Function mysql_connect:
Begin
Establish connection to the mysql
End
Function checkLogin
Begin
Execute SQL statement
If student is in database
Go to next page
Else
Go to index page
End checkLogin

End class

Figure 3.5 Student Login Class
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CHAPTER FOUR
SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE

4.1 Introduction

This chapter documents the software validation
testing process for WebELMT.

The purpose of the software

validation test is to guaranty the quality of the
software and its functionalities.

Three testing

processes are used to assure WebELMT software quality:
unit testing, system testing, and system acceptance

testing.

4.2 Unit Testing

Unit testing greatly improved the quality of WebELMT.
It also accelerated the development of this project,

since unit testing allowed individual modules to be
tested before the entire program was completed.

4.3 System Testing
System testing involves examination of the whole
system of WebELMT.

All the software and hardware

components and any interfaces are tested in this process.
Table 4.1 shows the result of system testing for WebELMT.
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Table 4.1. System Testing Results
System Testing

Install Operating System (Fefora core 4) in

Result
pass

a X86 System box to make sure all of
hardware components in functional with a

Operating System

Install and configure network components to

pass

make sure whether networking of the machine

works correctly.

Install apache web server and start httpd

pass

Install MySQL database and start a mysqld

Pass

Install WebELMT program on Web server

pass

Verify All Functions of WebELMT work with

Pass

various real data

4.4 System Acceptance Testing

This section shows sample runs of WebELMT showing all

the functions of WebELMT working correctly.
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4.4.1 Administrator Testing
•

Login Error Page. If an incorrect username or
password is entered, a warning message page appears.

This message will change to the login page in 2
seconds automatically.

H^(F)

E5KE)

S?|(V)

http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin/menu,php

Sony, you me not registered.

i

i

http ://deneb. ias, csusb, edu :8080/admiri.

a

Figure 4.1. Administrator Login-Error Page.
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•

Create Numbers and Data Test Page. On this page
the administrator can create a numbers and data

question in LaTeX form. The question number is

created automatically based on the number of last
question.

http ://deneb, ias.csusb.edu :8080/admin/create numdata tex. php
t You are logged in as administrator.

Number and Data Input Form
question number:

,|52

[tex]
\begin{displaymath}
\begin{document}
\[\emph{ The operating budget of the Wireless Celluar Phone Company was \$400 mi
\[\emph{ last year. If the operatimg budget this year is 12 percent less than 1e
year, }\]
\[\emph{ what is this year's operating budget, in millions of dollars? }\]
\[\emph { (A) 288
(B) 352
(C) 274
(D) 264
(E) 372}\]

\end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]

[^PjspS Hex

JOO
Figure 4.2.

Create Numbers and Data Test Page.
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Created Numbers and Data Question Test Page. On

•

this page, the administrator checks whether the new

question is displayed well.

3 CL.USB iJppartnienl ut Cumputpr Sr ieiiLL" - Mirrnsntt luteriiPt I xplori

■

J

.,*»*■*'♦

<f alplf

**

J

♦

*

4%

V*

±

Z*

l» 1

OT~

“J a <' ■
• ;.-20|=

I

.—

—

—.....—~~~~----------------------- —

Self Assessment Test

J Youareloggedinas administrator.

Number and Data Question

question number: 52

The operating budget of the

Wireless

Celluar Phone Company was $400 million

?' last year. If the operating budget this year is IS percent less than last year,
what is this year’s operating budget, in millions of dollars?
(A) 288 (B) 352 (C) 274 (D) 254 (E) 372
.'Complete Modify '

Figure 4.3 Created Numbers and Data Question Test Page.
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•

Complete Page for Numbers and Data Question.

On

this page, the administrator can complete the
question display. But when the question is not

correct, admin will go to the modify page in order
the question.

to modify

csysa Department ef Computer Science - M.icriosoJt.lnte.rn^t’ExpJorer; •

’jlfe(F)

Sa(E).” S7|(V)

#3871(3)

E?(D

£§#(H)

: ;c~TE@®
................. : >

□ M -s
3] a ois

»

. Etttry Level Mathematics...

a

j|g| http ://deneb,ias,csusb, edu :8080/admin/complete numdata.php?num=52

|

,...

'

•;

.....

You'aie logged in as administrator. -

California Stats university; San Bernardino

•

Numbers and Data Complete Form
njinsrinii-niimliftrjJiU

Carry out basic arithmetic calculations

Mon

The operaii Understand and use percent in context
Compare and order rational numbers expressed as fractions and/or decimals
last year. , Solve problems involving fractions and/or decimals in context
Interpret and use ratio and proportion in context
•wh Use estimation appropriately

answei:

Evaluate the reasonableness of a solution to a problem
Evaluate and estimate square roots
Represent and understand data presented graphically
Calculate and understand the arithmatic mean
Calculate and understand the median
Make estimates and predictions based on data
Distinqush between reasonable and unreasonable claims based on data

■
-J

[ Submit ]

Number and Data List Menu Page

gfg-.

Figure 4.4 Complete Page for Numbers and Data Question.
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Check the New Numbers and Data Question Completed .

®

Finally, a new question for Numbers and Data
question is completed in this page.

Ute©

S2(E)

S7|(V)

E?(T)

ITIsPICA)

J ' E ®

<

8’

—

, JO-

http://deneb.ias,csusb,edu:8080/admin/completed numdata.php

Self Assessment Test v'

E3

• .

*

.;/■

' ;

Entry Level Mathematics
Numbers and Data Question Details
Question number: 52'

I

\:
I
I

The operating budget of the

Celhiar Phone Company was $400 million

■ last year. If the. operaiimg budget, this year is IS percent less than last year,
what is this year’s operating budget, in millions of dollars?
(A) £88 (B) S5S (C) £74 (D) £64 (E) 372
' '

;

W'irefess

'answer: |B,
/level: |low

.

topic.

,

fa £15 '

'Understand and use percent in context;

Create Modify-Delete List Menu Page- -'

■-

: -

..... j
;

;

-

- - -

giaa

■

Figure 4.5. Completed Numbers and Data Question.

•

Check for the New Question in List Page. On this

Page, the administrator can check the new question
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to be or not to be on the numbers and data question
list.

■■3 CSUSB Department of.Compujer-Sciencfe - Microsoft Internet Explorer
it

¥13

http://deneb.las. csusb,edu:8080/admln/displaylist-numdata_tex.php

[34

A

med Evaluate and estimate square roots

35

C

low Calculate and understand the median

med Evaluate the reasonableness of a solution to a problem

36 B

__

.•

■

’ low Represent and understand data presented graphically

37- C

'

38

A

39

A

low Carry out basic arithmetic calculations
med Carty out basic arithmetic calculations

140 B

low Understand and use percent in context

Hi B

low Understand and use percent in context

42

B

low Calculate.and understand the arithmetic mean

43

C

med Calculate and understand the median

44

D

high Solve problems involving fractions and/or decimals in context

'

......

■

high Compare and order rational numbers expressed as fractions and/or decimals

45 E
k E

high Compare and order rational numbers expressed as fractions and/or decimals:

47

A> > med Evaluate and estimate square roots _

48

A

49

A

50

C

• med Evaluate and estimate square roots

•
■ '

'

med Distagush between reasonable and unreasonable claims based on data

.

.■

■

:

high Represent and understand data presented graphically

51 B

low Carry out basic arithmetic calculations

JL B

low Understand and use percent in context

Create Question Menu Page
http://den'eb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin/display numdata.

Figure 4.6 Check the New Numbers and Data Question

•

Create Algebra Question Page. On this page, the

administrator can create an algebra question in
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LaTeX form. The question number is created
automatically based on the number of the last
question.

< CSUSB Department .of Computer Science - Micros.oft Iniejnet Explorer
I

5A(D)

-*•

http://deneb,ias,csusb,edu:8080/admin/create_algebra_tex.php

'dfitornia Stacolta tvsrsifcy? &n

I
h-

You are logged in as administrator.
-7

Algebra Input Form

■

;
[tex]
\begin{displaymath}
\begin{document}
\ [ (-5xyz) (-4xA2yA2zA2) =\]
\[\emph{ (A) \ (20xA3yA3zA3\)

question number:

.[61

(B) \ (20xA2yA3zA3\)

(C) \ (20xA4yA4zA4\ )

(E) \ (20xA3yA2zA3\) }\]
\end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]|

|

Display Latex

Figure 4.7 Create Algebra Question Page.
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(D) \ T2Ci

»>

•

Check a New Algebra Question in LaTeX Form. On this

page, the administrator checks whether the new
algebra question is displayed well.

I
H^(F)

S2(E)

H7KV)

ITHfPKA)

14 il

£7® . £§et(H)

A-'- A^1

http://deneb.ias.csusb,edu:8080/admin/playcheck algebra tex.php

- .'Self Assessment Test-®

-

»

"' . .'7

•

-Eifttry Level 'iVfatheJwatics.
You areilogged in as administrator.

.Algebra Question
question luunbei: 61

Complete Modify

ip

Figure 4.8. Created Algebra Question Page.

•

Complete Page for Algebra Question Display.

On

this page, the administrator can complete the
question display. But when the question is not
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correct, the administrator will go to the modify
page.

Figure 4.9. Complete Algebra Question Page.

•

Check the New Algebra Question Completed. Finally,
a new question for algebra question is completed on

this page.
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CSUSB, Department of. Computer Science - Microsoft Internet, Explorer

EIW(F)

S3©

£71(30

wTlsrW ,£?(D - EfseKH) , a

wr MS.http://deneb.ias.csusb.edu:8080/admin/completed_algebra,php

; Self Assessment. Tested?.’ ,

.

•

d

?

- ’L

E“lfc

,

•

IE

|

.

v|

.

015

’1 ”

:

Entry Level'Math emetics-*.
Caiifoniia’Sw.ti University.

‘

F-^nardinif

You are loggedin as administrator.
' i

/

'

,

Algebra Question Details

. .

Question number: 61

,,

(-5r^d(-4x2y222) =

(A) 20zVz3 (B) 20xVd (J) 20.1 Vz4 (D) 20x2y2zi (E) 2Gx3y2z3
' |answer?A

.

.....

.

.

. . ■.

(level:

■

d

,

■ ■ ,

(low •.

.

..

-.i

J .
.

(topic: •' (Simplify algebraic expressions j ’

,

>

‘ - ■:

it

,

i

Create Modify Delete List Menu Page

.

1.1 [

’’® 2!£iK!

'

Figure 4.10. Completed Algebra Question

•

Check for the New Question in List Page. On this

page, the administrator can check the new question

to be or not to be on the algebra question list.
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'3 CSUSB Department of Computer 'Sciteifc'e." Mierosq.ftTritettjef fexpldxer"

|Lf ]|S|px|

IS^rar51HgMJ=l^.llrlJX4IM^MO3Jiiriinmroi^EigiEiwiEraqi<I^WMM^^MMLa‘g-:»W^^R^Ba
25

med Express reianonsmps among quantities using variables

B
46 B

high (Express relationships among quantities using variables

[44
|45

'

'

-

c

low Solve quadratic and rational equations:real solution only

48

C

low.jSolvequadratic and rational equations:real solution only •

fe9

c •

med [Solve quadratic and rational equations:real solution only

50’ C-.

' low ’Solve quadratic and rational equations real solution only

c

53 D

med Use constant and average rates to solve problems in context

54 E

low (Solve problems in context that are modeled by linear equations

55 . E

high (Solve problems in context that are modeled by linear equations

59

E '

60 A
A

J

low..- ‘Solve quadratic and rational equations:real solution only ■

med Use constant and average rates to solve problems in context

58 ’ D

: •,

;

52 D

56. A
57 . A

-

high ^Express relationships among quantities using variables

47

51

■

•

x<

.

*

!

low (Use properties of exponents

, ‘ high Use properties of exponents .
low: Use constant and average rates to solve problems in context
■

1 high! [Solve problems in context.that are modeled by linear equations
. . med Use properties of exponents

• ' n
-I-

;

'

H

low Simplify algebraic expressions

k-s|i

TT
Create Question Menu Page
http://deneb.ias,csusb.edu:8080/admin/display^algebraJ . . i,.• i.

1

f

21BISL..

.

Figure 4.11. Check for New Algebra Question in List

•

Create Geometry Question Page. On this page, the

administrator can create a geometry question in
LaTeX form. The question number is created
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automatically based on the number of the last
question.

'3.CSIISB Department oLComputer Science -.Microsoft lntemetfB<piprer

http ://deneb,ias,csusb. edu :8080/admin/create geometry Jex, php

Geometry Input Form

question number:
\put(175,105) (Mine (1,0) { 10}}
\ put(175,115)Hline (1,0){10}}
\put(125,55){-5}
\put(155,55){-2}
\put(175,57) {0}
\put(198,55)(2}
\ put (213,55) {4}
\put(165,22){-4}
\put(165,42){-2}
\put(170,82){2}
\put(170,102){4}
\ put(140,128) { $15}
\put(178,128) <$y$}
\ put (242,62) { $x$}
\[\emph{(A) x+y=-4 (B) x=-3y (C)

x=-4

(D)

y=-4
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(E)

y=-3x }\]

\end{picture}
\end{document}
\end{displaymath}
[/tex]

|<qisglay:Latex - [

Figure 4.12. Create Geometry Question

•

Check for New Geometry Question Display. On this

page, the administrator checks whether the new
geometry question is displayed well.
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Figure 4.13 New Geometry Question Display

•

Complete Page for Geometry Display.

On this page,

the administrator can complete the question display.

But when the question is not correct, the

administrator will go to the modify page.
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Figure 4.14 Complete Page of Geometry Question

•

Check the New Geometry Question Completed. Finally,

a new question for the geometry test is completed

on this page.
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S®®

Question number: 51

Which of the following is an equation of line I in the figure below?

(A) z+y=-4 (B) x=-3y (C) ?=-4 (D) y=-4 (E) y=-3x
.

[answer [C

, . ,

[level:

[low

[topic:

[Graph linear functions in one variable

Create Modify Delete List Menu Page

i

'ffiPlE-IH!

Figure 4.15 Completed Geometry Question

•

Check for the New Geometry Question in List Page.
On this page, the administrator can check the new

question to be or not to be on the geometry
question list.
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Figure 4.16. Check for the New Geometry Question in List.

• All Students ELM Test Score Page. On this page, the

administrator can check the results of all

students' ELM test scores. Here, by clicking on the
headers for student_ID, ID, and each test, the test
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scores can be viewed in increasing order of
student_id, id, test scores for the selected test.

iSib.ffll®http://deneb,ias,csusb,edu:8080/admin/score,php

You are logged in as administrator.
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Figure 4.17. All Students' ELM Test Score Page.
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4.4.2 Student Testing

•

Student Login Error. When a student inputs

incorrect username and password, a login error

message appears.
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Figure 4.26. Student Login Error Page.

• A New Student Password Error Page.

If a student's

password and confirm password are not identical, a
password error message appears.
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CSUS;B Department of Computer Science - Microsoft,'Internet.Explorer

® http ://deneb,ias,csusb, edu :8080/create form,php

Figure 4.27. New Student Password Error Page.

•

Score of UnTimed Testl Page.

On this page, the

student can check his/her score of the untimed
testl.
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•

Score of Timed Testi Page.

On this page, the

student can check his/her score of a timed testl.
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•

Check for Taken New Test and All Test Scores.

On

this page, student can check his/her new taken test

score and all test scores. .
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CHAPTER FIVE

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

5.1 Directory Structure

Following Web technology, the root directory of

WebELMT is the Apache Web server documentation directory.
All php scripts are in WebELMT root directory.

•

Root - root directory of WebELMT and its absolute

directory is /var/www/html.
• Admin - There are administrator's all PHP scripts.

•

Cache - There are LaTeX PNG files.

•

Images - Banner files which are used on WebELMT are
in this directory.

5.2 Installation
This software is for the system administrator who is

an expert in Linux, MySQL, PHP, and LaTeX. Therefore,
this documentation skips the basic installation procedure

for Linux, MySQL, Apache, and PHP. Particularly, system
administrator downloaded LaTeX source files from the

Internet. The next step is the installation of the
database.

The databases are already backed up and saved
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in CD, so just restore them in the MySQL.

are backed up in 'welm_DB.sql'.

All databases

The command line, "mysql

—u root -p < welm_DB.sgl" will install the databases.

5.3 Database Maintenance
Before WebELMT starts run, WebELMT needs a MySQL
account to create its database. The system administrator

will create a Mysql account for WebELMT. To create a user
account on Mysql and to assign a database to WebELMT, the

systems administrator takes the following steps:

1. #> mysql -u root -p welm
This command will prompt root password.

2. mysql> insert into user (host, user, password)

values ('localhost',

password'));

'root', password('welm-

This command creates a user root.

3. mysql> create database welm;
This command creates database welm.

4. mysql> insert into db (host, user, db, selectjriv)

values ('localhost',

'root',

'welm',

'Y');

This command gives select privileges on welm

database to user root.
5. mysql> flush privileges;

This command flushes all privileges.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK ;

6.1 Conclusion
As the number of students at CSUSB increases, the

importance of the ELM examination will become greater as

well. Students' mathematical ability in high school is
often inadequate. Therefore, for the passing in the ELM
exam is difficult. A Web-site to practice the ELM test is

not yet on the Internet. My project, WebELMT, addresses
this need. WebELMT is convenient and effective because
students can take the ELM tests and practice three major

tests (numbers and data, algebra, geometry) separately
and repeatedly. Students can also practice timed (90
minutes) ELM tests. One advantage of WebELMT is that

mathematics questions are formatted in LaTeX. The LaTeX

document system is extremely well suited for math and
science content. So, by practicing WebELMT several times,

he/she can pass ELM exam easily and quickly.
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6.2 Future Work
On WebELMT, three ELM tests are set-up. The three

tests are not enough to prepare for the ELM test. Future

work on WebELMT is to create and save more >questions in
the database. In addition, the system administrator must
set-up more the entire ELM tests from the three major
(Numbers and Data, Algebra, Geometry) questions. In

conclusion, the administrator should organize the

WebELMT for student to practice the ELM test more
conveniently. '
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